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Abstract 

Excessive nitrogen (N) use in agriculture, industry, and household waste leads to its dissemination throughout the 

environment, causing eutrophication in both freshwater and coastal areas. To contextualize the environmental impacts of N-

induced eutrophication with other environmental impacts, improvements in the measures of life cycle impact assessments at 

the watershed scale are required. This requires models that trace diffusive N output from soil and N dispersal in freshwater 

systems as various factors change, such as agricultural advancement and technological development. Here, we use results 

from the IMAGE-Global Nutrient Model (GNM) to investigate spatially explicit fate factors for eutrophication.  
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1. Introduction 

Increasing nutrient delivery to soil-water systems has 

become a conspicuous problem since the latter half of the 

20th century. Global nitrogen (N) in streams grew from 34 to 

64 Tg/yr from 1900 to 2000 (Beusen et al., 2016). Massive N 

leaching adversely affects the receiving freshwater, offshore 

sea, and terrestrial ecosystems. Excessive N is a pervasive 

threat to aquatic ecosystems, as it can, among other impacts, 

induce eutrophication in freshwater and coastal areas. Life 

cycle impact assessment seeks to quantify environmental 

impacts throughout the whole life cycle of a specific product, 

usually via fate and effect factors that relate the various life 

cycle stages to specific environmental pressures. In this study 

we use the results from a global, 30-minute gridded nutrient 

flow model (IMAGE-GNM, Beusen et al., 2016) to improve 

upon fate factors on a spatially explicit basis. 

2. Data and methods 

The IMAGE-GNM (Beusen et al., 2015) is a dynamic 

distributed model that depicts nutrient flow and delivery 

processes in soils, freshwater systems, and exports to coasts. 

The data used in IMAGE-GNM includes spatial land cover 

distribution, soil and lithology maps, global climate data, 

which can be obtained from open-access databases. For each 

grid cell, IMAGE-GNM computes nutrient retention and 

removal, as well as soil nutrient budgets (the difference 

between inputs and outputs). Nutrients accumulate on the 

land surface and are transported via infiltration into soils, and 

finally migrate through flow, which converges in channels 

and reservoirs in each grid cell.  

3. Preliminary results 

Despite increased retention in lakes and reservoirs, the global 

delivery of N to coastal areas and the risk of eutrophication 

are increasing with increasing N delivery to freshwater 

systems. However, in order to fully relate various industrial 

and agricultural processes to coastal eutrophication, N 

retention throughout a river basin, including upstream 

eutrophication, must be taken into account.  
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